
Read Owner’s guide before operating lighter. Failure to
follow instructions listed in this guide may result in
lighter shock, fire and serious injury.

To operate the cigar punch: slide the side button exposing the cigar
punch, slide to the right, and release to lock in place. 

Butane not included.

Keep away from children.
Never point directly at face or body when lighting.
Do not expose to hear or store in direct sunlight.
Do not use near fire, flames, sparks or combustible materials.
Treat your torch as you would any fine instrument: do not drop or 
otherwise abuse.
Never use a damaged or malfunctioning lighter.
Do not attempt to modify this butane lighter’s construction or use 
unapproved accessories.
Keep the torch lighter out of reach of anyone who has not read all 
enclosed instructions and warnings.
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Lighter DOES NOT come with butane for safety and
security reasons.
To fill up your lighter, follow these easy steps:
Note: do not refill a lighter immediately after using it; give it some time
to cool off.
1. You will notice a (+) and a (-) at the
 bottom of your lighter. When refilling
 your lighter, use a screwdriver (or
 something small) to turn this all the
 way to the (-)
2. To bleed the air out of the fuel tank, 
 push on the refill valve with a 
 screwdriver. When there is air in the 
 fuel tank, this prevents the butane 
 from entering the tank.
3. Hold your lighter completely in an upside-down position 
 (this helps avoid air entering the fuel tank). Shake your 
 butane can and press the stem of the can directly onto 
 the refill valve (while in a straight up-and-down position). 
 Hold for about 5 seconds and release. Repeat in shorter 
 bursts as necessary until the tank is filled.
Note: if you notice gas leakage/high hissing sound, you might not be
holding the lighter and butane completely straight. Try adjusting, and if it
persists, you might need an adapter, which traditionally comes with butane.
4. Let your lighter sit for a moment; butane gets cold when
 released from the can. You might notice that your lighter 
 gets very cold- this is normal. Let it warm up for about a 
 minute or so.
5. Turn your flame adjuster (+) to the desired flame height 
 and test it out! If there is no flame, repeat the above steps.

Never fill or empty any torch or lighter over a sink (or similar well) 
or surface depression. Butane gas is heavier than air and may 
collect in low spaces, and ignite if sparked. Always refill your torch 
in a well ventilated room and always allow gas to stabilize for 60 
seconds before attempting to ignite.
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